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Values 

ESSET’s values promote: 

▪ The integrity, equality, wholeness and fullness of life, 

▪ God’s preferential option for the poor, and 

▪ Responsible stewardship for all creation 

 

Vision 

To attain a transformed society that promotes a just economic system prioritising 

the needs of the poor. 

  

Mission 

To advocate for social and economic justice by supporting the struggles of the 

marginalised communities. 
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This publication is an occasional publication that the Ecumenical Service for Socio-Economic 

Transformation (ESSET) produces under the theme “Give us this day our daily bread”. This 

petition, the fourth in the Lord’s Prayer, raises the socio-economic challenges that the people 

of God in first century Palestine faced. Jesus Christ highlights the plight of people deprived 

of bread – an essential ingredient for sustainable livelihood, and the means to acquiring it. 

Christ announces God as a generous provider of this ‘bread’ for the fullness of life despite 

the prevailing conditions of the time. 

 
Regrettably, the world as it is, is far from what God intended it to be. Instead of affirming life, 

it deprives the poor of their basic necessities. Its systems are designed to enrich the few by 

sucking the life blood of the poor. These systems are neither inclusive nor life-giving. They 

are driven by abuse of power, greed and self- indulgence, which is often augmented by 

rampant corruption. These systems primarily serve the interests of the elites and big 

corporations while the countries and communities which were supposed to benefit enjoy little 

or no benefits. The unrestrained extraction of natural resources not only heightens poverty 

and inequality but also harms the ecology. 

 

God through his son Jesus Christ identified with the poor by being in solidarity with those 

who were cast to the margins, outside the camp where there is wailing and groaning. 

Therefore, if the church want to want to identify with the ministry of Jesus then likewise it 

must be seen in action to ensure that the world we have is of peace, sharing and abundance 

to all. The church must once more immerse herself in the lives of the marginalised and 

communities that struggle for socio-economic justice. This mandate, derived from scriptures, 

is to affirm the fullness of life (John 10:10) and to seek and announce the reign and kingdom 

of God on earth. This conviction is the rationale upon which the ideal of ‘preferential option of 

the poor’ is based.   

 

Against this reality, this edition is aimed at encouraging the church to explore and support 

initiatives that seek to turn the world towards what God intended it to be. The church cannot 

afford to continue to ignore the effects of skewed systems and structural sins on humanity 

and the earth. This edition begins by analysing the current political and socio-economic 

systems in South Africa. In the second section, we look at the manifestation of structural sins 

such as poverty and inequality; as well as greed and corruption that contribute to poor 

service delivery even in the democratic dispensation. The third section focuses looks at the 

three economic alternatives emerging from the struggles of the poor, namely; the informal 

trade, solidarity economy and the Basic Income Grant (BIG). The fourth segment, Rev 

Solomuzi Mabuza helps us to explore the role of the church and other ecumenical 

organisations in fighting structural sins. Last but not least, Rev Majaha Nhliziyo and Father 

Joe Salkiner offer theological reflections and liturgy, respectively to help us reflect on the 

notion of the affirmation of life to all creation.  

 

 INTRODUCTION  
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Despite our country having experienced positive economic growth averaging at least 
4% annually since the advent of democracy, this has never brought any considerable 
change in the lives of ordinary citizens. Rather, it increased a gap between socio-
political expectations and economic reality, and vindicated the perception that ours is 
the most growing unequal society in the world.  

The economy of country can still be liken to a ‘cappuccino economy’, where a person 
can choose to drink the best delicious creamy part of a hot cup of cappuccino, which 
is on the top and leave the bottom part which is tasteless to another person who is 
inferior. With the ‘cappuccino economy’ in South African context, the newly moneyed 
black BEE moguls occupy the appetizing creamy part at the very top; the black 
middle class are in between the middle while most of the white minority are still well- 
off though at the bottom. The black majority of the population remains at the lowest 
economic levels of society. This is a true depiction of a nation of two economies, the 
first and second economy.   

1.  Analysis of the current political and socio-economic 

system 
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The current black elites, who got entry into the upper echelons of the economic 
system by clamouring for the control of access to the resources through state 
institutions, continue to betray the poor black electorates. Those elites are mainly 
concerned about their class and personal interests and more wealth accumulation. 
Some of them are public office bearers’ and senior executives’ turned-
tenderpreneurs who do business with their own employers (government). Few of 
them usually comply with formality of declaring their interests, where they merely 
mention that they have interests. However, many fail to describe the nature of 
relationship that exists between them and their company (ies) that do business with 
the state in order to avoid conflict of interest.  
 
Our country is currently embarking on a new macroeconomic policy framework, the 
New Growth Path (NGP) following the failures of other previous superficial policies 
such as the RDP, GEAR, ASGISA, which were premised on neoliberal capitalism. 
The overarching aim of the NGP is to grow the economy at about 7% over the next 
decade and create millions of jobs in infrastructure, mining, manufacturing, tourism 
and green economy. The new policy attempts to introduce a saving-oriented culture 
through policies that discourage the high consumption and lavish lifestyle. The policy 
also proposed a freeze on salary caps and bonuses of senior executives in both 
government and private sector that earn more than R45 000 a month. It remains to 
be seen if the new policy will be a success. Government has always supported 
economic growth and globalisation, which are usually profit driven and more often 
than not favouring the capitalists to the exclusion of the poor.  
 
A key feature of our political and economic management is the composition of its 
stakeholders. It is a tool in the hands of the power holders through which they decide 
who is worthy to be part of what project or decision making process and who is not. 
They decide who speaks and who does not, whose voice could be heard and whose 
should not. This ignorance of not listening to the electorates by public 
representatives has resulted in mushrooming of public protests across the country in 
the last three years. Communities who are conscious of the value of votes they 
casted to usher in a new democratic dispensation, are demonstrating their 
displeasure for being excluded in decision-making processes. They hold a contrary 
view that development of any nature cannot be done without people’s participation. 
They wants to be afforded the opportunity to have a meaningful say in the 
development plans for their areas, such as in the budget allocations of their 
municipalities and its monitoring thereof. 
 
It is evident that the ecumenical movement is affected by the social, political and 
economic dynamics at play in the country. The effect is that the movement is 
becoming more polarized with different parts positioning themselves around 
particular power blocks, both in politics and business. This reality has effectively 
muzzled the ‘prophetic’ voice of the church and is manifest at local, provincial and 
national level. Spaces for theological reflection and analysis have become fewer. 
The ecumenical activism is no longer sustainably and is neither based on sound 
theological rationale. In certain cases it is not even driven by any theological or 
gospel imperative.  
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2.1 Prevalence of Poverty and Inequality despite 17 years of freedom  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Analysis of Poverty and Inequality in South Africa 

The analysis of poverty and inequality in South Africa has had a long history. In 
1922, the First Carnegie Inquiry on poverty was undertaken. This focused on the 
‘poor white’ problem, and fed into the subsequent policy framework for the 
eradication of poverty amongst whites. Much later, the Second Carnegie Conference 
held in 1983 examined the poverty amongst South Africa’s black population and 
highlighted the appalling conditions in the rural areas and townships of South Africa. 

 
In the early years into the democratic dispensation, it was apparent that political 
freedom does not guarantee better life for all. Although our country has undergone a 
dramatic economic, social and political transition nearly two decade post-apartheid, it 
continues to reproduce poverty and inequality. About 40% of households still live 
below a poverty line estimated by the National Treasury to be R480 per person per 
month. The gap between the rich and poor is widening. In fact, the inequalities are 
most marked within ‘black’ society as a result of increasing incomes and access to 
capital since 1994.  Within the black communities, there is extreme wealth but also 

2.  Manifestation of structural sins 

Defining Poverty 
Poverty is characterised by the inability of individuals, households or entire communities’ 
lack of access to financial resources to satisfy a socially acceptable minimum standard of 
living. This may include amongst others; the inability to buy food, pay rent and sending 
children to school. More often than not, poverty goes beyond the lack of financial 
resources and may include lack of access to service delivery and basic amenities such as 
primary health care, education, decent housing and land etc. Poverty is also a psycho-
social phenomenon negatively impacting on self-worth and dignity. 

 
Defining Inequality 
Inequality is the unequal distribution of resources, opportunities, income and access to 
natural resources as well as services. For instance, during apartheid there were unequal 
systems; a two-tiered educational system; a dual health system etc. Inequality results in 
unequal patterns of distribution of wealth and poverty, high concentrations of wealth at 
one end of the spectrum and high levels of poverty and unemployment. To this day, our 
country is still the most unequal society in the world partly because of the legacy of 
apartheid and the economic policies adopted post democracy.  
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greatest poverty. This is so because wealth has become concentrated only in the 
hands of the few new black elites. This is what was described by Prof Patrick Bond 
as “transition from racial apartheid to class apartheid”. 
 
The global economic meltdown in 2008 did not make things any easier for our 
economy; it led to the shedding of at least one million jobs in our country. Major 
economic sectors are still recovering from the recession, by mid-year 2010 there was 
only little or negative growth in jobs. Statistics South Africa data in 2010 showed that 
2, 7 million people of the 4, 3 million who are unemployed, have been out of job. A 
further 1, 8 million are permanently discouraged about their work prospects. Thus, 
this further increases poverty and hunger which are closely linked to the structural 
problems of unemployment and lack of skills.  
 
Kate Tissington in her paper presented at “2010 Plaas conference on Poverty and 
Inequality” asks poignant questions: “Is a prioritisation on inequality really a focus on 
the slow pace at which the economy has absorbed the unemployed? Should 
government be focusing on those living in poverty and the high economic growth, or 
the focus be on the more equitable distribution of income? Is direct state action to 
reduce inequality a priority, or the pursuit of rapid economic growth to reduce 
poverty, irrespective of its impact on inequality?” 

 

Chairperson of Women Informal Traders Forum (WITF), Rose Nkosi says she is very 
disappointed with the leadership of government which has allowed millions of 
citizens to live in conditions of acute poverty and inequality. She says the poor 
usually don’t ask to be built expensive mansions, paid to sleep over in luxury hotels 
or given all paid holidays tickets to fly in first class. She said needs of the poor are to 
have a roof over their heads, food for the children and a means to make a living such 
as getting employment or having a small business. “People in leadership know very 
well how majority of the citizens were economically deprived by the apartheid 
regime, yet even in a democratic state we are still being  ignored and still face 
poverty”. 
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Some current strategies employed by government to fight poverty and inequality 

 
In South Africa government believes that it has instituted pro-poor policies (health, 
education, and housing) in line with the South African Constitution. It relies primarily 
on a social safety net such as social grants and unemployment insurance fund to 
fight poverty. The purpose of unemployment insurance is to safeguard the individual 
from financial catastrophe during periods of involuntary short-term unemployment 
but only those who are employed can access this fund. Section 27 of the 
Constitution of South Africa states that ‘everyone has the right to have access to 
social security, including, if they are unable to support themselves and their 
dependants. Social grants are administered by the South African Social Security 
Agency (SASSA). In 2010/11, government spent R89 billion on social grants and 
also extended the child support grant from 15 to a child’s 18th birthday. 
 
Even with all the progress government has made towards making social grants more 
inclusive and accessible, only a small percentage of those who qualify for grants do 
receive them. The social grant system does not cater for the unemployed adults. 
Thus half of poor households have no social assistance. A chunk of the social grants 
budget (R2.5 billion per year) goes to contractors so that they get distributed to 
beneficiaries. Since the launch of fraud campaign on grant in 2005, there were debt 
acknowledgements of R220 million by SASSA officials, meaning that prior to the 
campaign, millions of the grants went to the wrong hands unnoticed. The report by 
the Special Investigation Unit also confirmed high number of ghost beneficiaries and 
cases where SASSA officials were doing private business with the agency. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Part of the social safety net system is the Expanded Public Works Programme 
(EPWP) and Municipal Indigent Grant (MIG). The EPWP is a temporary social 
security measure to provide vulnerable households with an income. The Community 

Work Programme (CWP) is part of the EPWP and complements approaches to target poor 

and vulnerable households. Its intent is to provide on-going part time work in marginal areas. 

The MIG supports indigent households at the municipal level to ensure people have 
access to free basic service.  However, judging by the eruption of protests by the 
poor across the country since 2008, the impact of these two programmes is minimal. 
The EPWP on the other hand, cannot be an effective means to reduce poverty 
because it was not meant to create decent and sustainable jobs for either skilled or 
unskilled people.  
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2.2 Where there is greed, there is corruption! 

 

“All the plans to combat poverty and corruption will fail until we learn to 
reject greed as the evil that is destroying our lives and the lives of 
others and the future of our planet. Greed is a crime against humanity 
whether exercised within the law (exploiting the poor) or outside of the 
law (as in corruption),”- Father Albert Nolan. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Analysis of corruption and greed in South Africa 

Corruption and greed can be traced back to the apartheid era. During that time, 
South Africa was a fragmented country and the majority of its people were subjected 
to a regime that was corrupt politically, socially, economically and morally. Power 
and influence were in the hands of a minority, who ensured that the majority of the 
blacks remained unemployed and under-employed, had inferior housing as well as 
an education system which was designed to keep them ignorant and poorer. There 
were no promises for better life under apartheid.  
 
At the dawn of democracy, President Nelson Mandela raised his concern about 
corruption and greed in his opening address to Parliament in 1999 when he said: 
“Our hope for the future depends on our resolution as a nation in dealing with the 
scourge of greed and corruption. It is a reality of the present that among the new 
cadres in various levels of government you will find individuals who are as corrupt as 
– if not more than – those they found in government. When a leader in a provincial 
legislature drains off resources meant to fund services to the people; when 
employees of a government institution set up to help empower those who were 
excluded by apartheid, defraud it for their own enrichment, then we must admit that 
we have a sick society”. 
 

Definitions of greed: 
Greed is an excessive desire to possess wealth or goods with the intention to keep it 
for oneself. It is a sin of excess and inappropriate expectation. However, greed is 
applied to a very excessive or insatiable desire and pursuit of wealth, status, and 
power. As a secular psychological concept, greed is an inordinate desire to acquire 
or possess more than one need or deserves, especially with respect to material 
wealth. 

Definitions of corruption: 

Corruption is a highly complex and diverse phenomenon with many different 
manifestations. It can be described as violation of formal rules governing the 
allocation of public resources by officials in response to offers of financial gain or 
political support. It can also mean more than bribery; abuse of public office or 
resources, often for personal gain or for the benefit of a group to which one owed 
his/her allegiance. It can be grand or petty, incidental or systematic. It can be judicial, 
administrative, legislative or political in nature. It can occur in the public, private or 
civil society sector. It can involve groups or individuals. 
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In his Budget Speech in 2011, Finance Minister Pravin Gordhan also emphasized 
that those responsible for looting the state coffers through tender fraud and 
corruption would be investigated and prosecuted speedily. He revealed that 53 state 
tenders worth R3 billion were being probed for irregularities whilst assets worth R250 
million had been seized by the state from 65 people investigated. 
 
It is clear that our society is characterised by greedy and unscrupulous individuals, 
some in public office, who are not ashamed to steal from the poor. Some public 
officials show no ethical consideration or sensitivity in dealing with public funds. 
Evidence for this is the sheer number of ministers who use the taxpayers’ money to 
feed their lavish lifestyle by staying in five star hotels and purchasing luxury cars, 
right in the middle of a recession. In the meantime ordinary South Africans grind their 
teeth because of the recession and loss of jobs.  
 

It is a fact, the public service have more than enough financial resources, but only to 
maintain the expensive lifestyle of public office bearers. In 2010 President Zuma 
approved an increase in the earnings of public office bearers. This meant that the 
President should start to earn nearly R 2, 4 million while the Deputy President takes 
home R 2, 1 million per annum.  The salaries of ministers rose to R1 811 141; and 
their deputies earn R 1 491 513 per annum. A Premier’s salary is now R 1 704 000; 
the National Assembly Speaker receives R 2 130 000; Members of Parliament earn 
R802 873; while an MEC is paid R1 490 000 per annum. Directors-General’ 
packages differ: they range from a take-home salary of R 976 000 to R 1.51 million 
per annum. In 2009 the public purse was stretched with the expansion of the 
Cabinet, which led to taxpayers spending an additional R490 million on presidential, 
national and provincial VIPs and 237 foreign dignitaries. Does exorbitant expenditure 
on public office bearers, which often result in reduction of budgets for service 
delivery, demonstrate any urgency on the part of government to improve the lives of 
the poor? 

 
In his 2011 budget vote speech, Finance Minister Pravin Gordhan remarked that: 
“Too often, the culture in the public service and in state owned enterprise is to 
ratchet up salaries, spend on frills, travel in luxury and spend more on marketing 
than fixing up the service.” 
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The Office of Public Protector also raised concerns about 16 136 complaints it 
received from the public in 2010. Amongst others, these complaints relate to the 
inappropriate conduct of government officials, corruption, abuse of power and waste 
of public funds. The Office of the Public Protector also highlighted its concern about 
treatment meted out to whistle blowers for reporting fraud and corruption and 
“billions of rands” lost in issuing closed tenders.  
 
The report released by the Public Service Commission (PSC) in April 2011 on the 
analysis of common manifestation of corruption in government also discloses 
worrying statistics about efforts to fight fighting corruption in the public service. The 
report discloses that 40% of government departments have anti-corruption policies of 
reasonable quality whereas 60% of them do not have policies or have very basic 
policies of poor quality. The PSC based its assessment on the total number of cases 
(7766) that have been reported to the National Anti-Corruption Hotline (NACH) since 
its inception in September 2004 till 31 June 2010. The report further reveals that the 
areas of utmost concern to departments are those where officials can use their 
discretion to decide whether or not to investigate cases of alleged corruption. In this 
regard, officials tend to request the closure of cases even before these have been 
investigated.  
 
The report further record that only 15% of the departments have advanced 
investigative capacity, while 25% have basic capacity. The remaining departments 
were found to have no basic investigative capacity. The report found that Anti-
Corruption Investigative Units established in departments at the provincial level are 
dysfunctional or that the departments are often lenient in imposing disciplinary 
sanctions against officials found guilty of fraud and corruption. Usually officials found 
guilty of fraud and corruption only get to be slapped with written or final written 
warnings.  
 
Types of corruption reported for the period 2004 - 2010 (as at 31 June 2010) 
 
Categories of corruption 

 

Number of occurrences Percentages 

 

Fraud and Bribery 

 

1511  

 

19% 

Mismanagement of 

Government Funds 

870 11% 

 

Abuse of Government 

resources 

985 13% 

 

Procurement irregularities 720 9% 

RDP housing 450 6% 

Appointment Irregularities 627 8% 

Social Grant Fraud 420 5% 

Identity Document fraud 781 10% 

Unethical Behaviour 580 8% 

Criminal Conduct 512 7% 

Total   7766 100% 

As per Table above, the largest number of cases of alleged corruption investigated by departments is on 
fraud and bribery (1511). The abuse of Government resources represented the second largest number 
(985), with mismanagement of funds (870), Identity document fraud representing (781) and procurement 
irregularities (720) 
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Snippets of manifestation of greed, corruption and wasteful expenditure: 2007-2011 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Public Works Minister Gwen Mahlangu-Nkabinde’s department approved a R1.1 
billion lease with President Jacob Zuma’s long-standing friend, property mogul 
Roux Shabangu, for new police headquarters in Durban - less than a month after 
she came into office. Her predecessor, Geoff Doidge - now South Africa’s 
ambassador to Sri Lanka - put the deal on ice in September last year. The 27-
storey building in Anton Lembede (Smith) Street in Durban’s CBD was bought by 
Donview Trading in March last year for R50m, according to advocate Stoffel 
Fourie, head of the public protector’s good governance and integrity unit. The 
name of the company later changed to Roux Property Fund. (The Star-
20/04/2011) 

It has emerged that Minister for Co-Operative and Traditional Affairs, Sicelo 
Shiceka and his staff spent R640 000 at Cape Town’s five-star One & Only hotel, 
which has one of the most expensive rates in the city. He also went to 
Switzerland in December 2008 to visit his then girlfriend, SAA air hostess 
Phumla Masilela, who was in jail on a drug- related offence, while pretending to 
be on an official visit "on World Cup duties". The visit is said to have cost 
taxpayers R367 000. (Business Day-15/04/2011) 

The Krugersdorp-Based Bosasa group not only benefitted from four tenders 
worth R1.5 billion from the Department of Correctional Services, but has also 
won multi-million rand tenders from at least three other national government 
departments in the past seven years.  The Special Investigation Unit claims that 
Bosasa benefitted from having an ‘’improper and corrupt’’ relationship with the 
prison department. Bosasa provided the prisons department with catering 
services, security equipment, televisions and modern fencing. Former prison 
Commissioner, Linda Mti and Chief Financial Officer, Patrick Gillingham were 
among senior Correctional Service officials implicated in the “improper and 
corrupt’’ with Bosasa an nailed by the Special Investigation Unit. City Press-
20/03/2011 

Public protector Thuli Madonsela has found that national police commissioner 
Bheki Cele was guilty of improper conduct and maladministration when the police 
entered into a R500-million lease for the Sanlam Middestad Building in Pretoria. 
The Times-22/02/2011 
 

Former Communications Minister, Siphiwe Nyanda owned 50% in General 
Nyanda Security (GNS) Risk and Advisory Services Pty when he was appointed 
minister in 2009. Transnet Freight Rail CEO, Siyabonga Gama lost his job for 
allegedly awarding GNS a two year contract worth R55 million from 2007-2009 
without following proper tender processes. GNS also profited R15 million for 
providing various security risk related functions to government agencies. Former 
Minister Nyanda also admitted to Parliament that he had spent R500 000 on five 
star hotels between April 2009 and March 2010. Mail & Guardian- 29/01/2010 
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What are the social costs of corruption?  
 

Corruption and greed as demonstrated in the tender processes and the receiving of 

bribes is having a devastating effect on the moral authority of government and on the 

rule of law. For too long, corruption, ineffective public service and a reluctance to 

prioritise the needs of the poor have held our country back. Corruption is an 

expensive exercise because it diverts resources that should have been used to 

benefits communities. The PSC found that disciplinary enquiries are very time- 

consuming and, that departments take too long to finalise enquiries against officials 

suspected of fraud and corruption. As a result, officials are suspended from duty with 

full pay for long periods while the disciplinary processes are being finalised. 

 
The PSC report emphasise that the effect of all types of corruption seriously impacts 
on the national economy and frustrates good governance. At all levels of 
government, corruption happens at the expense of service delivery and the mandate 
of the people. It greatly hampers implementation of service delivery plans. The many 
service delivery protests that were witnessed between 2007 and 2011 attest to the 
dissatisfaction of communities about poor service delivery in their localities. Sadly, 
many research findings reveal that corruption is much prevalent at local level in 
municipalities where services are needed most. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dr Rev Vuyani Vellem has this to say about corruption and greed and their effects on 
ordinary citizens:   

“Corruption and greed are modern cannibals that devour the poor to the 
marrow. At core, systemic greed is corrupt and soulless. No one needs 
to be an economist or a mathematician to know how much cases of 
corruption in South Africa have cost the state to the disadvantage of the 
poor. No one needs to be a rocket scientist to know how much of 
corruption has affected our ability to serve the poor as the rampant 
demonstrations of anger and apathy must show in election seasons. 
What is probably worse is the stage we are now reaching where the 
poor themselves become enchanted by corrupt and greedy acts of the 
wealthy”. 
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A Case Study: Manifestation of corruption leads to failed service delivery 

 

“We believe that God calls us to hear the cries of the poor and the groaning of 

creation and to follow the public mission of Jesus Christ who came so that all may 

have life and have it in fullness”, as the Accra Confession says. (Jn. 10:10) 

 
Below is a case study depicting the manifestation of corruption and its cost to the 
people of Orange Farm (West of Johannesburg). We present this story as an 
example of many struggles that exist in our communities that the church can choose 
to accompany. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

No water and sanitation for eight years  
Two Orange Farm water and sewage projects costing more than R40 million which 
were supposed to be built in nine months have still not been completed eight years 
later. 

The projects would have supplied water and sanitation to more than 6 000 homes in 
extensions seven and eight of the poverty-stricken area. These failed jobs are among 
the service delivery plunders that have led to violent protests. Irate residents and 
community leaders blame construction companies for the delays. The contractors, 
however, insists that they respect project agents.  

 
In extension seven, a R28 million contract was awarded for the supply of water and 
sewage services in 2003. And while three companies have been on site over the 
years, they have all failed to complete the contract. The last contractor, Kubela 
Meladi, insisted it had completed the project, but while most of the plots have been 
serviced, many are still not connected to the water and sewage system. Kubela 
Meladi owner, John Aphane blamed Johannesburg Water for the problems in 
extension seven. He said the utility had failed to inspect the completed work, 
therefore outstanding payments of more than R1 million could not be made. 

 
Aphane said two companies were hired before his, but they abandoned the project 
and he had to fix the mess they created. The project’s community liaison officer, 
Bukiwe Mphakathi dismissed Aphane’s claim. “Their work was poor and some pipes 
not properly connected,” Mphakathi said, adding that Kubeka Meladi had been paid 
more than R20 million. She also blamed a lack of oversight and inspection on the part 
of the municipality. The site office of the project in the extension eight, put out to 
tender in May 2005, looks like a deserted unkept field. 

 
The company that won the tender, Manganye Building Construction, also complained 
that it had not been paid and then deserted the R13 million project almost two years 
ago. It was contracted to connect 2 075 houses to the water and sewage systems. 
Strangely, Manganye Building Construction started a similar project in Drieziek, last 
year. 

City Press- 07/03/2010 
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Current efforts by government to combat corruption and greed 

In 1999, the government adopted a Public Service Anti-Corruption Strategy as a 
result of a process of implementing the resolutions of the National Anti-Corruption 
Summit. Subsequently, the National Anti-Corruption Forum was launched in 2001 to 
combat and prevent corruption. The government intensified its effort to continue to 
fight corruption. Later in 2009 the Minister of Finance set up the Multi-Agency 
Working Group on procurement to tighten up procurement systems while the 
President also set up the Inter-Ministerial Committee the same year to ensure proper 
coordination of anti-corruption efforts. Further, in 2010 the President announced the 
Anti-Corruption Task Team whilst the Department of Public Service and 
Administration set up a Special Anti-Corruption Unit to enforce disciplinary action on 
corruption cases. 

Whilst South Africa has put in place measures to combat corruption, the commitment 
of government to address it is questionable. The Good Governance Surveys, 
conducted by Afesis-corplan between 2007-2008 in a number of local and district 
municipalities across the country, revealed that corruption still continues unabated. 
The continuing debilitating effects of corruption and unethical behaviour by some 
public office bearers and big business are a cause for concern. There are some 
shortcomings on the existing legal framework for dealing with corruption: inadequate 
protection for whistle-blowers, enforcement of codes of conduct regarding 
disclosures of interests; absence of regulation of party political funding and rules of 
criminal procedures that allow accused persons to delay and evade the criminal 
prosecution process. 

How effective are institutions fighting corruption? 

 

Since 1994, government has set up several institutions to fight corruption and greed. 
These included the South African Police Service; Scorpions; Special Investigating 
Unit; Asset Forfeiture Unit; Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation (Hawks) as 
well as the offices of the Public Protector and the Auditor General.  

If one bears in mind the provisions of section 7(2) of the South African Constitution, 
which requires the state to “respect, protect, promote and fulfil the rights in the Bill of 
Rights”, it becomes clear that the government has failed its citizens. Usually 
government entities entrusted with the responsibility to fight corruption tend to be 
less enthusiastic about the investigation and prosecution of corruption involving party 
leaders or involving those closely aligned to the ruling party. In addition, the current 
anti-corruption infrastructure is focussed mainly on the investigation of cases of 
alleged corruption in the departments or public entities instead of focusing on a 
holistic approach of investigation, detection and prevention. 

Additionally, despite the knowledge of widespread corruption at the highest levels of 
government, it appears that certain individuals are above the law and therefore 
untouchable. Corruption is almost inevitable when the policies are left to 
discretionary power of few individuals whether in the public office or in private 
sectors. If corruption was to be uprooted, then there is need to change the system 
and the operating procedures thereby having no loopholes to bypass it. What 
guarantee do we have for justice, if institutions entrusted with responsibility to root 
out corruption are not independent from political independence? 
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Critic of different strategies employed by government to curb corruption and greed 

 

Dr Rev Vellem argues that the government does not deal with the roots of the 
problem, nor has it demonstrated enough political will to root out corruption. He adds 
that one of the challenges in our public life is the supposed emphasis on corruption 
as unique to the new government, often by those who rightfully point to acts of 
corruption and greed without doing the same about the unjust structures of our 
society that equally must be deemed corrupt. He further stated that:  “the church 
must admit to its complicity and participation in socio-economic structures that 
ferment of corruption and greed.  In the least, to unveil the pseudo-religious zeal of 
the free market system and its pact with elitist forms of democracy are much more 
urgent if the poor are the church’s priority”.  
 
According to Professor Pierre De Vos, corruption is a human rights issue and the 
only way for a state to effectively combat corruption is through the creation of a truly 
independent unit that will be able to investigate corruption with a view to successfully 
prosecute all those engaged in corrupt activities. Meanwhile, William Madalane, from 
the Cloverdene informal settlement in Benoni blames corruption for his current 
condition because of corrupt government officials who bribed or used nepotism to 
allocate RDP houses only to their friends and relatives. He wants government to not 
only put in place strict measures to deal with corruption, but include community 
representatives in structures and institutions responsible to fight corruption. 

For CASAC, an establishment of a dedicated independent agency with a three-
pronged mandate of investigation, prevention and education is key in fighting 
corruption. CASAC also hold the view that an anti-corruption agency must be truly 
independent of executive or state control.  Its other key organisational principles 
should include accountability (to parliamentary structures or civilian oversight), 
appointment procedures for the head of the agency and its staff, independence of 
the head of the agency, and the provision of adequate resources for the functioning 
of the agency. 

“While it is true that our whole economic system needs to change, this will only begin 
to happen when many more of us experience a change of heart. We need to turn 
away from greed and develop a concern for the common good, in other words what 
is best for everyone. A more equitable distribution of wealth will only happen when 
we are willing to share what we have with others. To achieve, this greed needs to be 
seen as sinful, as something we feel guilty about and ashamed of – a matter of 
conscience. A policy of forcing everyone to share by law and by force is simply 
counterproductive as we saw in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe,” says Father 
Albert Nolan. 
 
He adds: “The Church and other religious bodies must simply condemn greed and 
corruption in no uncertain terms. Jesus gave his disciples a choice: to serve either 
God or Mammon. One cannot serve both at the same time (Mt 6:24). Today’s greed 
is in fact idolatry, the worship of money, and it is incompatible with the worship of 
God. Those who worship money are like camels trying to get through the eye of a 
needle into God’s Kingdom of love and compassion (Mk 10:25). It is impossible. The 
Church must begin to shout this from the rooftop. 
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By Mr Mandla Seleoane 

3.1 Informal Trading 

The twin problems of poverty and unemployment are going to be with us for a long 
time. Whilst that is so, every political party that wants our vote is going to promise 
heaven and earth on delivering us from those problems. If we thought a little more 
critically, we should be wondering why a political party might wish to end those 
problems. 
 
Imagine that there were an honest political party, and it tackled the problems of 
poverty and unemployment in earnest. Imagine that it succeeded in eliminating or 
limiting the problems. What would such a party promise us next? If we were, none of 
us, poor, what might we need the political party for? We would need it for the same 
reasons as other members of society: security, building and maintaining roads, 
schools, hospitals, etc. 
 
If we could establish such a society, we would have a nation consisting of 
independent human beings who don’t feel that they depend on any political party for 
whether they will have a roof over their heads or where their daily bread will come 
from. Such people would be able, in principle, to evaluate any political party 
objectively, without feeling that they are, as it were, biting the hand that feeds them. 
No political party would have an interest in keeping people poor so that it might use 
their poverty to garner their votes. 
 
But in any event there’s no dignity in adult people placing themselves in a situation 
where they can be manipulated like little children with promises of this or that. The 
struggle against poverty requires that people should take charge of their lives and 
move away from the dependency syndrome we have till now. 
 
In trying to break the dependency syndrome, it may well be necessary to think back 
and reflect on the fact that there was a time in the not so far away past when people 
did not depend on employment in order to have a chance in life. There was a time 
when people produced many of the things they needed. If there were things they 
needed, but could not produce, they entered into exchange relations with others, 
whereby they made available what they had in exchange for what they could not 
produce. 
 
This mode of existence was disrupted by the advent of the cash economy. The cash 
economy required that people should be uprooted from traditional means of life so 
that they might sell their labour power in order to survive. In order to ensure that 
labour was inexpensive, the cash economy dictated that more people should be 
dislodged from traditional modes of life so that, at any given moment, there would be 
more people available to sell their labour power than the economy could absorb or, 
indeed, than it needed. In this way, the owners of money were able to take into 
employment the lowest bidder. 

3. Exploring economic alternatives emerging from the 

struggles of the poor  
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Earlier on, this was easy because there were no trade unions. With the advent of 
trade unions, labour became more and more “expensive” because unions ensured 
that their members get a more or less fair bargain. The owners of capital respond to 
this in different ways. They may introduce machines to do the work that was done by 
human beings: one machine could, for instance, do the job that was previously done 
by ten people. I am certain that you will already be familiar with the pressure 
business puts on the government from time to time to change the labour laws of SA, 
which they say make labour expensive. Many of them are quite frank that if the laws 
were changed, enough jobs would be created to make the problem of unemployment 
a thing of the past. 
 
That is just another reason why the problem of unemployment is not going to 
disappear any time soon. It is also just another reason why it is necessary to explore 
alternative methods of getting sources of livelihood for the millions of South Africans 
who are casualties of this disposition. One of those alternatives would be informal 
trade. 
 
It is, actually, very interesting how this is already mushrooming in South Africa. One 
of the most fascinating things is the number of make-shift open-air kitchens one 
witnesses along many of our major routes. There is a growing number of citizens 
who cook full meals on the side of the road and it is most fascinating how road users 
stop and either have a roadside meal or buy take-aways from these informal traders. 
 
Of course there may be a reason for regulation for health purposes. Fire hazards 
could also throw up the need for regulation. But the regulation must be enabling, 
rather than stifling: it should certainly not be for the purpose of generating revenue 
for the State. South Africa is notorious for saying all the right things about 
encouraging the growth of small businesses, and then choking them to death with its 
tax laws. 
 
Problem informal traders may have to apply their mind on is: who are our clients? It 
would appear to me that mostly, informal traders serve the working class. If that is 
so, then informal traders have to look at the problem of people being driven out of 
work head-on. This phenomenon means informal traders are serving an ever-
shrinking clientele. But even if the clientele were not shrinking, its buying power in 
relation to a single informal trader appears to me to be insignificant. Then the 
question must arise whether informal traders have any plan to grow beyond the point 
where they are for the time being. If they do, it may well be necessary to consider 
clubbing them together. They could then, as a bigger group, bargain for better prices 
and so get better returns on their sales. In time, they may think of forming co-
operatives and enhance their prospects of growth. 

Challenges facing informal trade sector 

 

One of the key factors affecting informal traders is their lack of recognition despite 
the role they play in our economy. Most of the time, their role is reduced to only that 
of a survivalist because of the ever increasing unemployment and poverty. However, 
there is a different way of looking at the sector. It can be seen as a market of 
resistance and a source of popular agency that is working to challenge the exclusion 
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of traders, their marginalisation and attempts to wipe them off from the streets.  Such 
resistance is already evident in the resilience shown by traders against the 
formalisation agenda imposed on them by government. The more the markets that 
pile traders in stalls, the more the influx of traders on the streets. In fact, lately, we 
have seen many traders that were allocated stalls in markets going back to the 
streets where they can make better money. 

What form of informal trade is ESSET supporting? 

 

ESSET believes that there is a need to explore other forms of informal trade. This is 
based on the understanding that the current form of informal trade promotes the 
same values that are promoted by the neoliberal agenda which ESSET stands 
against. We oppose neoliberalism because it is based on individual self-interests of 
entrepreneurship; promotes competition and profits at all costs etc. Such self-fulfilling 
actions are responsible for the fragmentation that is prevalent in the sector. This form 
of informal trade instead works to reproduce the current unequal social relations that 
are prevalent in our country. It preys on the weak and vulnerable whilst at the same 
time silencing women.  

 
ESSET would like to invite churches to work together with traders to explore different 
forms of informal trade that are:  

� Informed by different values of solidarity, mutual support and caring; of 

equality and social justice;  

� Informed by values not imposed on traders but defined by their own values; 

� Deliberately working to challenge the current neoliberal system that has 

produced informal trade in the first place.   
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3.2 Solidarity Economy 

  
By Mandla Mndebele 

 
Brief background about Solidarity Economy 

 

The idea and practice of Solidarity economy emerged in Latin America in the mid-
1980s and blossomed in the mid to late 90s. First, the economic exclusion 
experienced by growing segments of society, generated by deepening debt and the 
ensuing structural adjustment programs imposed by the International Monetary Fund 
(IMF), forced many communities to develop creative and locally-rooted ways of 
meeting their basic needs. These included initiatives such as worker and producer 
cooperatives, neighbourhood and community associations, savings and credit 
associations, collective kitchens, and unemployed or landless worker mutual-aid 
organizations. 

What is Solidarity Economy? 

 

Solidarity Economy (SE) is based on mutual help. Its primary goal is not profitability, 
but to serve producer, community and consumer. Through participation of 
stakeholders and democratic means, it strives to strengthen and increase bargaining 
power of the vulnerable groups. It provides for an economy in which all parties shall 
be involved in acting and thinking together for the better quality of life for all. The 
essential basis to make possible Solidarity Economy is the notions of producing and 
consuming with self-sufficient and refraining from mutual exploitation. The new way 
of living together under this economy rest on fairness, participation, non-exploitation, 
and tolerance. 

Solidarity Economy represents an alternative to the dominant capitalist model, based 
on self-interest and profit, which benefits mainly rich countries and few elites, due to 
unfair economic and trade relations.  Solidarity economy does not seek to build a 
singular model of how the economy should be structured, but rather pursues a 
dynamic process of economic organizing in which organizations, communities, and 
social movements work to identify, strengthen, connect, and create democratic and 
liberatory means of meeting their needs. It is not the opposite of capitalism. It tries to 
implement new forms of regulation within capitalism, according to ethical principles, 
for the benefit of people, families and communities. 

The Success of Homenet Thailand and Solidarity Economy 

 

Homenet Thailand is a network of workers in Thailand with mandate of strengthening 
informal workers’ organizations and influence government policies in relation to the 
legal and social protection of informal workers. Homenet Thailand has been able to 
create a Solidarity Economy through organizing and strengthening the networking of 
Home-Based Workers (HBWs) at various levels and collaboration with other 
networks at community, regional and international level.  
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How does Solidarity Economy work at Community level? 

 

At community level, Home-Based Workers voluntarily form themselves as a group 
and collectively organize production activities and resource allocation. All members 
have a sense of belonging. An emphasis is not placed on profits, but self-reliance 
and mutual help among members. There are mainly two purposes; becoming self – 
help group and social welfare provision. In a production group, members put their 
money together for the cost of production material and equipment as well as other 
expenses concerning group management. The members are provided with travel 
expense for their commuting to get and send their product as well. For a social 
welfare group, members put their monthly savings with the group and the fund is 
used to provide for basic needs with the primary aim to enhance quality of life among 
members.  
 
How does Solidarity Economy work at regional and national levels? 

 

Each Home-Based Workers group links as a network of informal workers at the 
regional levels in five regions. Each network has four representatives to sit as 
members of the executive board for the national informal workers network. At the 
regional level, the goal is to empower members to help them realize the issues and 
to forge solutions together concerning their labour rights. They are encouraged to 
brainstorm and develop their livelihood, welfare, occupational health and safety as 
well as promote collaboration between community-based informal workers networks 
and local administration organizations which shall enable the groups to have more 
access to state resources. 
 
Solidarity collaborations at the Southeast Asian level 

 

In order to build a Solidarity Economy through the transforming of production 
relations to bring about more fairness, minimize exploitation and provide for fair 
wages, welfare and quality of life among informal workers, all workers in informal 
economy have to join hand to push for better social safety net according to 
fundamental labour standards provided by the International Labour Organization 
(ILO). Thus Homenet Thailand has attempted to link with networks of HBWs in four 
countries in Southeast Asia including Laos, Cambodia, Philippines and Indonesia. 
The Homenet Southeast Asia conduct Sub-Regional Workshop to share and 
exchange experiences annually. 
 

How is Homenet Thailand sustained? 

 
To make possible a Solidarity Economy among members of Homenet Thailand, 
three action plans are implemented, including; 
 
Organizing membership- based organization for informal workers 

 

An emphasis is placed on encouraging each member to pay annual membership fee. 
All members are encouraged to set the direction of the network, design the rules and 
principles based on democracy, and help to disseminate knowledge and information 
as well as resources to all sectors in the network. They can also take part in crafting 
an economic and welfare system which benefits all members.  
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Creating a link among employers, producers and consumers 

 

HomeNet Thailand creates alternatives to the exiting economic relations making 
them to function on mutual help and understanding through a fair trade framework. It 
help to transform the conventional exploitative employment into a system in which 
the producers have certain trade ethics, produce quality products, do not destroy the 
environment and make available goods at fair prices. It enable producers to maintain 
good working condition for workers, whereas they can sell at a fair price and the 
consumers can buy quality products made from clean and environmentally friendly 
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3.3 Basic Income Grant; a possible alternative to combat poverty and inequality in 

South Africa 

 

Although social safety net programmes are critical and go a long way to alleviating 
structural poverty and inequality, much still need to be done to help the poor and 
vulnerable households. This is the case because the social safety net programmes 
do not cater for everyone trapped by poverty and inequality. A number of 
households, particularly in rural municipalities still remain excluded from social safety 
net programmes and deprived of access to basic services. An unconditional Basic 
Income Grant (BIG), which our government has rejected in the past has been 
recommended as an immediate alternative by a recent study on poverty and 
inequalities in Southern Africa.   

The success story of Basic Income Grant in Namibia 

 

In 2004, the Namibian Government presented its long-term vision for the country as 
“Vision 2030”. The ambitious goals set out in the document required the 
achievement of an annual economic growth rate of around 12 %.  

Since independence the focus of the Namibian Government, along with most of its 
neighbours in the SADC region, has been to create favourable investment conditions 
for private capital accumulation. Thus Namibia followed the neo-liberal model of 
development, which neither served Namibia nor the SADC region well. Where there 
has been economic growth, as in Namibia, it has been insufficient to create the 
number of jobs required. The process of addressing inequalities in Namibia could not 
be facilitated by an economic model, which is exclusively profit-driven. Thus the idea 
of a “people centred” development process emerged as an alternative paradigm to 
address inequality and poverty in Namibia and the SADC region.  
 
In 2002, the Namibian Government appointed the Namibia Tax Consortium 
(NAMTAX) to review Namibia’s tax system and to explore ways to foster economic 
growth and development. In its report, the consortium found that high levels of 
inequality and poverty were economically unsustainable and that “by far the best 
method of addressing poverty and inequality would be a universal income grant”. 
The commission further suggested that the Basic Income Grant (BIG) should be set 
at a level of N$ 100 per person, per month. This would cover all Namibians from the 
date of birth until they reach the age of 60 at which time the universal national old-
age pension scheme (currently N$ 450 per month) would kick in. The consortium 
pointed out that the net costs of the BIG would amount to about 3% of Namibia’s 
Growth Domestic Products (GDP) and could be recovered through changes in the 
tax system, thus making a BIG an affordable option for Namibia. 
 
The Namibian Government was divided over the question of BIG. Some regarded it 
as an unaffordable welfare measure and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) did 
its utmost to discourage Namibia’s policy makers from implementing the BIG. Thus 
in 2005, a coalition of churches, trade unions, NGOs and AIDS service organisations 
formed the Basic Income Grant Coalition with a view to advocating for the 
introduction of a BIG in Namibia. After 2 years of debating and lobbying, no 
breakthrough was achieved. Government ministers and parliamentarians were still 
divided over the merits of a BIG. 
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The Coalition thus decided to implement a basic income grant in one village. This 
was meant to demonstrate the impact of a BIG in practice. The chosen location for 
the pilot project was the settlement of Otjivero in the Omitara district, Namibia. About 
1200 people reside there; most of them retrenched former farm workers and their 
families who have nowhere else to go. Poverty and desperation were widespread 
and the Coalition believed that if the BIG could make a difference in the lives of the 
residence of Ojtivero, it would certainly be able to make a difference for Namibians in 
the rest of the country. The pilot project started in January 2008 with all residents 
below the age of 60 years receiving a Basic Income Grant of N$ 100 per person, per 
month, without any conditions attached. The pilot project was accompanied by a 
research team of local and international researchers that closely monitored the 
impact over two years. The research team also documented the situation prior to the 
BIG implementation through a baseline study in November 2007. 
 
In July 2008, the first impact assessment study was carried out by the research 
team, jointly co-ordinated by the Desk for Social Development within the Evangelical 
Lutheran Church and the Labour Resource and Research Institute (LaRRI). The 
sample consisted of 54 households, covering almost a third of all inhabitants. In 
addition, interviews with key informants in and around Otjivero were conducted. The 
second impact assessment was carried out in December 2008. The effects of the 
BIG included a dramatic reduction in malnutrition amongst children; an increase in 
income-earning activities amongst residents and a large increase in self-
employment; a significant increase in the rate of school attendance as well as 
payments of school fess and higher levels of nutrition amongst recipients of anti-
retroviral drugs (ARVs).  
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By: Rev Solumuzi Mabuza 

 
A good church is one which takes good care of widows, orphans, children, 
vulnerable groups, working class, unemployed, the downtrodden and 
those who are marginalised by the global economic system. The church 
must identify with all the marginalised people in communities where it is 
situated. An aloof church and distant church renders itself irrelevant and 
not for God’s mission on earth – to set the captives free and pronounce 
the jubilee year. 

 
Black South Africans have not forgotten the former struggle years when the church 
was a place of refuge. Although it has been argued that not the whole church – 
institutional church in particular – was at the forefront of people’s struggles no one 
can deny the role the church played in South Africa. Someone said recently 
addressing the question of HIV/ADIS, “During the days of the United Democratic 
Front (UDF) everyone set on the same table irrespective of their background. No one 
said to Bishops they know nothing about politics.” 
 
Through the UDF model it was not an issue who came from where. All were united in 
the commitment to dethrone the illegitimate regime. Today, after 17 years of political 
freedom the church must not be shy to retrieve from the past heritage. It was a fatal 
error or poor judgement on the part of Archbishop Desmond Tutu to comment after 
the release of Nelson Mandela in jail that the church must now return to being church 
and give politicians space to lead. This is one of the clear landmarks where most 
South African churches got it wrong. Even though Tutu was not speaking on behalf 
of the church his voice bears such authority. 
 
Government has proven not to be the mouthpiece of the working class in particular. 
There are forces large than the government which makes it difficult for government 
to be outright in favour of the marginalised. It is common refrain from government 
officials and politicians to argue that the role of government is to create conducive 
conditions for the marginalised to be protected against exploitation and other social 
ills. Passing laws in the legislature seem to have provided a perfect cover for 
politicians not to go an extra mile. The church in South Africa must take policy 
formulation, implementation, monitoring and evaluation seriously. There is no room 
in the democratic society to delegate this responsibility to the so-called secular 
organisations. Churches must add their voice and offer expertise from a Christian 
vintage point. 
 
Liberation theology as propagated by Latin American theologians and others made a 
bold stance. It chose the side of the oppressed. Liberation theologians were never 
on the side of the regime. Even though all liberation theologies arose out of 
oppression one thing in common is the stance that privileges the poor and the 
marginalised in theologising. South African liberation and black theologians 

4. What role can churches play in fighting structural 

sins?  
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abandoned this classical stance voluntarily preferring to side with the legitimate 
government elected in 1994. In the process these esteemed liberation and black 
theologians were co-opted into government and neutralised in the process. This 
weakened civil society and robbed it of a critical mass and voice at community level. 
After 17 years there is sufficient evidence to suggest that this approach has not 
yielded positive results in the witness of the church to the captives; the poor, the 
blind, the meek, widows and orphans. 
 
Now is the time for the church in South Africa to repent from the sin of abandoning 
the people of God in pursuit of self and individual aggrandisement. Christ 
resurrection power gives the church reassurance of her powers bestowed upon it by 
Jesus himself on his disciples. When Jesus rose from the death and found his 
disciples locked in a house afraid of the Jews he breathed in them the Holy Spirit. He 
sent them out to the world in the same manner as God sent him to redeem and 
reconcile humankind to God. Jesus gave disciples explicit powers to forgive and 
retain the sins of any. Whatever the disciples of Christ commands on earth it will be 
granted in heaven – in God’s presence. This is the power of the resurrection (John 
20:19ff). 
 
South Africans need more credible voices outside there. The Congress of South 
Africa Trade Union (COSATU) is doing a good job but is compromised by its role in 
the Tri-partite Alliance. The South African Communist Party (SACP) does make good 
statements from time to time as well but is also in the same predicament as 
COSATU. This is the time for the church in South Africa to return to the basic calling 
of the church. Greed is a sin! Profit at any cost is not Godly! Privatisation of the land 
and domination of the few is not Biblical! The earth and its fullness belong to God. 
When this is re-ordered by the powerful and connected global capital then it calls for 
the church to intervene and speak unambiguously.         
 
It is not unpatriotic for the church to call to order those who do not favour the poor. 
Nor is it out of tune with the Gospel imperative to take sides with the marginalised. 
The church has no need to be cosy with the systems of destruction. Whether these 
be found in the private; public; or government, respectively, the church must be able 
to speak without fear or favour against such practises. Being true to the Gospel is 
being able to face fear head on and address our contemporary Jews (sic). In the first 
century Palestine these Jews were part of the Temple system and collaborators with 
the Roman Empire. Today, we do also find our contemporary Jews in partnership 
with Capitalism. 
 
Let the church reclaim her place in the heart and the minds of the marginalised. Let 
the church once again assume the high moral ground so that it can speak with 
integrity and a clear conscience.  
 
 
What should the Church be doing to work with Informal Traders? At the SADC 
Churches’ Dialogue on Justice and Informal Trade hosted by ESSET in 2010, 
the following suggestions were mooted:  
 

• First and foremost, the church needs to devise its own strategies on how they 

will engage the informal trade sector.   
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• Locally, the church should hold Informal Trader Sundays with liturgy and 

theological reflections developed for this purpose. Churches at this level must 

also support capacity building initiatives of informal traders. This may be done 

by supporting informal traders with resources for capacity building. 

• Denominationally, churches should incorporate informal trade as part of their 

mission. In this way, it would be easy to respond to constraints facing traders.  

• Ecumenically, the church needs to be a vehicle of support for informal traders 

with clear strategies on how to respond to issues of informal trade.  

• Regionally and globally, the church should participate in advocacy issues 

concerning informal trade. This should involve engaging regional and other 

international bodies such as the SADC and the World trade Organisation to 

protect and promote the rights of informal traders. Churches at this level can 

also be used as platforms for sharing information. Mission Councils of 

churches can be useful for this purpose.   
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 “Pray then this way, 
Our Father in heaven, hallowed be your name.  
Your kingdom come, Your will be done, on earth as it is in heaven. 
Give us this day our daily bread (Give us today, our bread for the morrow) 
And forgive us our debts, as we also have forgiven our debtors.  
And do not bring us to the time of trial, but rescue us from the evil one.  
(For the kingdom and the power and the glory are yours forever, Amen.)”  
 
MATTHEW 6:9-13   
Our Bible study will focus on the central petition “Give us this day our daily bread” 
(A better translation would actually read: “Give us today, our bread for the morrow”). 
The prayer that Jesus taught his disciples presents God as the Father/Parent who 
provides for the needs of the family. Before the petition is made, there is adoration 
given to God as well as acknowledgement that the reign of God needs to come on 
earth in the same manner that it is in heaven.  Then comes the petition for bread for 
the morrow to be given today. This somewhat refers to the assurance that God’s 
providence encompasses the present as well as the future.  
 
It is also significant that the first petition in the Lord’s Prayer is the one about bread. 
As we shall see below that “bread” has various shades of meaning and refers 
essentially to a means of one’s basic sustenance. Bread refers to earning a living (2 
Thessalonians 3:12); as sign of sharing in the future kingdom of God (Luke 14:15); 
as the word of God (Isaiah 55:2) and as Christ the true food from heaven (John 6:31 
–51). It refers to the essential and not the luxury which is usually at the expense of 
others. Bread or whatever appropriate means of sustenance is the minimum that the 
people of God and all that lives require. Traditionally bread was made from wheat (2 
Kings 4:42; John 6: 9, 13). Wheat bread was eaten primarily by the poor. But 
sometimes any mixture of grains such as beans, lentils, millet etc., was used to 
make bread. 

We need to re-read this petition and try to revisit the context in which it was made in 
order to hear it in our own context today. The majority of the disciples of Jesus were 
poor people who lived on a subsistence economy, more or less from hand to mouth. 
They were the marginalized lot and were poor. They were often found in debt and at 
the mercy of the money lenders. The system of that time and their leaders also 
deprived the poor of access to basic needs hence they had to live on bread. Jesus 
preferred to be in company of the poor and marginalised instead of the wealthy and 
well-learnt like the Pharisees. 
 
It is significant that Jesus was born into such a poor family who could only afford a 
pair of young pigeons for their sacrifice for the new-born child. Luke 2:24. It is 
unfortunate that this fact of Jesus being born and raised among the poor is often 
neglected in favour of an all-conquering saviour who seems to be high above the 

This Bible study is meant to help us reflect on the notion of the affirmation of life to all 
creation (economic alternatives). It is prepared by Rev Majaha Nhliziyo of the United 
Congregational Church of Southern Africa. 

   5. Bible study  
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daily struggles of the people! We need to re-discover the real location of Jesus as 
being among the poor. It is this background that can help explain his preferential 
option for the poor and the marginalized. The Lord’s Prayer is therefore a poor-
persons’ prayer.  
 
Our daily bread concerns the very basic human rights and that of any living creature. 
The new South Africa came with a promise of life-giving structures where people 
would work and be rewarded on the basis of justice. But the fruits of democracy 
seem to be limited to a few well-connected individuals and those who were 
beneficiaries of the apartheid system. The ruling party municipal election tag 
promises to build better lives for and with communities, but the situation in the 
ground is different. It is only those who are connected to the ruling party that seems 
to be having access to the bread. The sad part is that those who have access to 
bread are grabbing the whole loaf and leaving not even crumbs for the ordinary 
citizens. This has to change if the prayer “give us our daily bread” is to have 
fulfilment to the great majority of the people of this land.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Life under apartheid was better than living in the current democratic regime 
 

“I wish apartheid was still here”. These were the words of 49 year old, Joidi Mooking (not 
her real), a resident of the Video Centre informal settlement in Rietfontein, Gauteng. She 
said living conditions were much better under apartheid. 

Mooking said: “I don’t want anything to do with the current government. I regret voting 

them into power. I have been overlooked for an RDP house for years now and like other 

residents here I have lived in a shack. This place stinks; when it rains, my shack becomes 

flooded and when its winter the coldness is so punishing”. 

The main problem in Video Centre, residents said, was housing. They claimed there was 
corruption in the allocation of houses. Lucy Momoting (53) said she had been a resident 
for 25 years but still had no RDP house. Another resident, Evelyn Mbaba, said she had 
been waiting 15 years to get a house. “People who have been here for just two years are 
getting houses. What about us who have been here for a long time?” she asked. 

Locals also said the water supply was problematic. They said sometimes they had to do 
without water for up to a week. There are only two taps in this community of more than 
2 000 people. They also blamed the municipality for not heeding their concerns. 

On Wednesday residents took to the streets and demanded that incumbent Ward 28 
councillor Iris Beukola (not her real name) be retained- but the informal settlement’ 
residents were not aware that they have been incorporated into Ward 23, for which 
Seboba is the candidate councillor for the ruling party. “We don’t want Seboba to be 
councillor here,” said residents. Residents accuse Seboba of taking food parcels meant 
for the community and selling them at 18 Spaza shops in the area. The incident said to 
have happened in 2009. Selibo, however, denied owning any spaza shops in the area or 
selling food parcels meant for the poor. “It’s all lies. There might be some people 
instigating these people,”Selibo said. 

We are suffering and our government does not care at all,” she said. With sadness and 
pain written all over her face, Mooking said she had lost faith in the current government. 
The situation reached boiling point yesterday when residents assaulted a man 
sympathetic to the ruling party’s candidates. 
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The Lord’s Prayer is therefore a poor-person’s prayer. It shows his/her dependence 
on God but also his/her faith that the reign of God will come and be part of daily 
experience. The first sign of that reign is the provision of the basic human need for 
life. As Jesus says that he came so that we may have life in fullness. (See John 
10:10). Jesus had to confront the structures that denied life to the people of 1st 
Century Palestine. The Roman Empire was a system of inequalities. It was totally 
devoid of ubuntu, as it was ruthless to those who advocated for an alternative way of 
living. In this system which Christ decries, people get easily turned into slaves 
because they are not able to afford anything. In Jesus’ petition, it is clear that unless 
there is an economic change people will continue to starve, even those who will risk 
borrowing to live would become subjected to their lenders. Similarly, the crowds that 
found the message of Jesus appealing and followed him were a threat to the system. 
Their unity showed that they could encourage each other and live in an egalitarian 
system of brothers and sisters where none was called master but friends.  
 
A point of intervention is the re-definition of our African-ness. Who are we as a 
people? Being an African must mean something deeper than singing the national 
anthem? With African core-values such as ubuntu it would be unthinkable for those 
in public office to steal resources meant to develop communities. Botho/Ubuntu thus 
encourages the sharing of resources, and the care of the least among societies. 
Ubuntu was never individualistic and always about sharing and putting the interest of 
others first. One of the key features or values associated with botho/Ubuntu is that of 
the solidarity and collective of the Africans and their communities, every child is my 
child and ‘I am because you are’. In an African culture, if a family is battling the 
neighbour (s) volunteer to give them a cow, to milk it and help for survival. The 
primary goal would be that of service and the betterment of life to the people.  
 

QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION:  
 

1. The current systems in South Africa as demonstrated by the story in the 
column deny the poor access to bread, why do you think this is so? 

2. How can unity be forged among the marginalized communities in order to fight 
structures and systems that suck away their livelihoods?  

3. Can you draw any similarities between systems used on the marginalised and 
the poor who depended on bread during Jesus’ era and the system in South 
African that deny the poor access to bread? 

4. Where do you think Jesus would be found today in the South African context? 
5. What are the alternatives that can be adopted to benefit all and ensure that 

communities have access to bread? 
6. From your reading of the bible study, could you say that the values of Ubuntu 

are still upheld or valued by those in public offices? 
7. If the core-values of Ubuntu are not upheld or valued, from your observation, 

what are the new core-values being adopted? 
8. What could you say characterised the new core values and between the poor 

and rich who is mostly fond of them? 
9. Can you identify any churches in your locality in the present day that only 

preaches the bible but don’t provide bread to the communities? 
10. What role can the church play to help the poor and marginalized communities 

to access bread? 
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The theme: exploring the alternatives and stories as covered in this edition bear 
testimony to the fact that indeed the “world as it is, is the enemy of God”. The world 
is the enemy of God because it is unjust, care less about the poor and favours the 
elites in echelons of power who through greed and corruption continue to siphon-off 
the enormous wealth of the country without being accountable. It is very obvious that 
our country have sufficient resources for development and to serve its citizens 
through using taxpayers’ money, especially the poor. However, the skewed and top 
down approach to development, which ignores initiatives of the poor has been the 
contributing factor of the perpetual inequality and poverty that might be with us for 
longer than we desire. This approach channels resources towards big business with 
the hope that benefits will trickle down to the poor. The recent recession has 
however taught us that this assumption does not work. Instead, the very approach to 
development, which seeks profits at all costs, cannot deliver the poor from poverty. It 
is only when government can pump resources towards initiatives of the poor, and put 
in place an enabling environment for small businesses that we will address poverty 
and inequality.  
 
The issues of wealth, poverty, equality and inequality cannot be left to the 
economists and politicians alone because they touch on the very basics of the 
Christian faith. If we are to realise the transformation of life-denying systems, then 
the church and ecumenical organisations need to step up and take its prophetic 
responsibility to advocate for a just world and affirm abundance of life for all. The 
church ought to continue to advocate for just principles such as sharing of the 
resources (financial and knowledge) of the earth by all whilst negating the 
selfishness of greed, consumerism, tenderpreneurship and graft by those in 
positions of power. If the church really wants to identify with Jesus who was always 
in solidarity with the poor and marginalised, it must announce the reign and kingdom 
of God on earth by striving to participate in alliances, campaigns and struggles of 
those who still remain outside the realm of mainstream economy and unable to 
access bread.  
 
From the reading of this edition, we can conclude that any delay in working for 
alternatives, is delayed justice and continued enslavement of millions of the poor in 
our country. It is worth mentioning that those who want to be in solidarity with the 
poor need to shift their conception of development and partnership. The time is now 
that we should acknowledge that the poor of the world should not just be seen as 
helpless victims of the world system devoid of any aspirations to work for a better life 
for themselves or bereft of any agency to do so. The poor and marginalised have, in 
their constant resistance to oppressive and exploitative systems, shown that they 
have it within them the capacity to bring about the transformation they need to see.  
 
 

6. Conclusion  
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By:  Father Joe Salkiner 

 

Opening Hymn: (to be chosen) 
 
Leader: Introduction and Opening Prayer 

Jesus proposed to his disciples an alternative way of living. He said: “I 
am the way, the truth and the life”. In this service today we shall pray 
that we gain a closer idea of the way that Jesus calls us to live. It is a 
way that leads us to a new life, a way that is different from the direction 
that the world is moving in at the moment, which is a way of self-
accumulation and exclusion. 
 
Let us pray: 
Heavenly Father, we thank you and praise you for sending your Son 
Jesus Christ into our world, with a message for all of us. Our world, 
Father, needs this message. It is a world full of corruption, greed and 
exploitation. It is a world that puts the power of money above all other 
powers, even above the power of your Word.  But Jesus taught his 
disciples to live another way, to live according to your Word and 
without want. 
•  Help us, Father, to learn the way of your Son, who live amongst 

those in the margins and oppressed. Amen! 
•  Send us the Holy Spirit to give us strength to live in the way that    

 resembles the way Jesus did.  Amen! 
•  He gave us a new Covenant, for which he was prepared to die, a    

                    covenant sealed by his blood, so that we could have life and have it  
                    in abundance. Help us, Father to live according to that new  
                    covenant and to help others experience the fullness of life.              
                     Amen! 

• Father we offer you this prayer today in memory of what Jesus   
 brought to us. We offer it in his name. Amen! 

 
Hymn  (to be chosen) 
 
Leader: Jesus was highly critical of the way that money was used in his day. He 

criticized the importance that people gave to money, as if that was all 
they needed in order to live. He came up with an alternative plan, 
which we shall look at today. We start by listening to words taken from 
the Gospel of Luke, chapter 4, and verse 1-4. 

 
Reader 1: 

Leader:         Yes, man does not live on bread alone. But what is the way that Jesus    
               suggests to us? He described it as being “Good News to the poor”.                       
               We continue with the Gospel of Luke, chapter 4 verse 18, where    
               Jesus says the following words in his home town of Nazareth. 

Filled� with� the� Holy� Spirit,� Jesus� left� the� Jordan� and� was� led� by� the� Spirit�
through� the� wilderness,� being� tempted� there� by� the� devil� for� forty� days.�
During�this�time�he�ate�nothing,�and�at�the�end�he�was�hungry.�
Then�the�devil�said�to�him:�
“If�you�are�the�Son�of�God,�tell�this�stone�to�turn�into�a�loaf.”�
But�Jesus�replied:�
“Scripture�says:�Man�does�not�live�on�bread�alone.”�

 Liturgy: Exploring the economic alternatives  
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Reader 2: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Leader: Yes, the plan of Jesus, when it is implemented, will indeed bring good     
                  news to the poor. What do the rich get out of it? Later on in his                         

                      Gospel in chapter 6, Luke tells us that it will bring bad news to the     
                      rich. Good news for the poor, bad news for the rich. That is why in   
                      the Beatitudes Jesus says that the poor are blessed. We read    
                      chapter 6 verse 20 and verses 24-25.  
 
 
Reader 3: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Leader: So the plan of Jesus for us is not that everyone should become rich, for 

then we will mourn and weep. Luke’s Gospel even tells us that God’s 
word is choked by riches, just as the good seed is choked by the 
thorns. You will find this in the parable of the sower and the seed in 
chapter 8. Jesus even said that it is easier for a camel to pass through 
the eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter the kingdom of God 
(chapter 18). It is not by becoming rich that we will be saved. So what 
is Jesus’ plan for us, the marginalised and the oppressed?  What is his 
alternate plan? 

 
 That alternate plan becomes visible in the feeding of the 5000, which 

Luke describes in chapter 9. You all know that story. The point is that 
we are all called to share, to share our resources with those who don’t 
have, to share our food with those who don’t have food. To enable and 
create conducive environment for the poor to make a living.  

The�spirit�of� the�Lord�has�been�given� to�me,�
for�he�has�anointed�me,�
He�has�sent�me�to�bring�the�good�news�to�the�
poor,�to�proclaim�liberty�to�captives,��
and�to�the�blind�new�sight,��
to�set�the�downtrodden�free,��
to�proclaim�the�Lord’s�year�of�favour.�

Fixing�his�eyes�on�his�disciples,�Jesus�said:�

• How�blessed�are�you�who�are�poor:�yours�
is�the�kingdom�of�God.�

• Blessed�you�who�are�hungry�now:�you�shall�
be�satisfied.�

• Blessed�you�who�weep�now:�you�shall�
laugh.�

• But�alas�for�you�who�are�rich,�you�are�
having�your�consolation�now.�

• Alas�for�you�who�have�your�fill�now:�you�����
��shall�go�hungry.�

• Alas�for�you�who�laugh�now:�you�shall�
mourn�and�weep.�
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 In Luke’s Gospel Jesus tells what happens to people who don’t share. 

He tells the story of the rich man and Lazarus. The rich man does not 
get saved precisely because he didn’t share what he had with the poor 
man, Lazarus at his gate (in chapter 16). But the tax-collector 
Zaccheus does get saved because he shares with the poor (in chapter 
19.) 

 
 That is what Jesus’ plan is all about. And that is what we are praying 

about today, making available the reign of God on earth. 
  

We will sing a hymn, and then the sermon will be preached by Rev.  . ? 
 
Hymn  (to be chosen) 
 
Sermon (Preacher to be chosen) 
 
 
Intercessory Prayers:   
Leader : Lord, we are shattered by the prevalence of structural 

sins and the manner in which the current socio-economic 
system excludes the majority of people while granting 
benefits to a few. 

 
Congregation: Lord, teach us how to pray and hear our prayers.  
 
Leader: Father, we remember those who suffer the consequences 

of systems that are neither inclusive nor life giving.  
 
These are the poor and marginalised such as informal 
traders, the landless people, the shack dwellers, women 
and children who are deprived of the gifts of your land. 

 
Congregation: By the gifts you bring to our country, while many are 

in need and only a few seem gifted,  
Father teach us and our leaders to give and share.   

 
Leader: Oh God, our Creator, it is our work, especially the toils of 

ordinary people in the world and in our country we ask 
you to remember. The toils of the millions of unemployed 
groups, efforts to sustain their lives that we bring to you.
   

Congregation: By the toils of Jesus, Lord, teach us how to work, 
continue to show us how to love and protect us from 
the love of money and power. 

Leader:                             God of life, protect our land, protect our children from the 
evil of greed and corruption, poverty and inequality. 

 Open our eyes to life-giving initiatives of the poor,  
                                               Journey with us as we accompany those oppressed by        
                                               systems that seek to deprive them access to livelihood  
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                                               and alternatives to better their lives,  
  Give us desire to truly search for alternatives that are life 

giving, which are guided by principles of justice, sharing 
and equality, 

 Spare our land from the hands of those who are corrupt 
and greedy, self-centred and never think about the poor.  

All: By the cross of our Lord Jesus, life-giving God, hear 
our prayers and bless us with abundant life.  Amen.  
   

 
Notices:  
 
Chorus for the procession: e. g.  U’Jesu uno bubele ngam’ 
 

The procession is done in song and style. At intervals, few experiences of exclusion, 
marginalizations are shared during the procession (or a return to the Central Venue).  
 
All symbols of life, the goods are displayed throughout the procession. Statements 
and verses or placards with verses are displayed throughout the procession. 

 
 Next to the place where the procession ends 
 
Leader:   The Lord be with you 
 
Congregation: The Lord be with you also 
 
Leader: Indeed, God’s Spirit is among us 
 
Singing of the National Anthem 
 
Blessing: 
 
We can create a chain and pronounce the benediction together in our different languages. 
 
Leader:  Go in peace and continue to serve the Lord.    
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Abuse of power: Improper use of power by someone who has that authority. For 
example, political leaders may use their power to accumulate resources in an illegal 
and immoral way through bribes, embezzlement, and fraud. The accumulation of 
resources can be achieved in the processes of privatisation, land allocation, public 
contracting, lending, preferences that benefit the business interests of office holders.  

Bribery: a practice by which a person who can take decision or action on behalf of 
others by virtue of his authority or position is influenced by paying or offering 
monetary benefits for influencing him to take an action or decision which he would 
not have done otherwise.  

Capitalism- an economic system in which investment in and ownership of 
the means of production, distribution, and exchange of wealth is made and 
maintained chiefly by private individuals or corporations, especially as contrasted to 
cooperatively or state-owned means of wealth.  

Conflict of interests: occurs when an individual or organization is involved in 
multiple interests, one of which could possibly corrupt the motivation in a decision 
making process. 

Consumerism: is a term used to describe the effects of equating personal 
happiness with purchasing material possessions and consumption. In other words, 
consumerism is the wants and needs of people based upon standards that are set in 
a given society in order to keep in style with the rest of society.  
 
Economic growth: is an increase or decrease in the value of goods and services 
that a geographic area produces and sells compared to an earlier time. It occurs due 
to production of more expensive goods and services. For example, often as people 
become wealthier, the types of food that they want change 

Elites: refers to an exceptional and/or privileged group or individuals that exert 
considerable power within their sphere of influence. This power of influence might be 
physical, spiritual, intellectual and/or financial. 

Embezzlement: the act of stealing the funds or property of an employer, company, 
or government or misappropriating money or assets by one or more individuals to 
whom such assets or funds have been entrusted. 

Financial irregularities: refers to the intentional misstatement or omission of 
significant information in accounting records, financial statements, other reports, 
documents or records. These irregularities may include fraudulent financial reporting 
which renders financial statements misleading and (b) misappropriation of assets. 
 
Fraud:   A deception, intended to wrongfully obtain money or property from the 
reliance of another on the deceptive statements or acts, believing them to be true. 
 

Glossary of Terms 
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Globalisation- is a process which entails the free movement of capital, goods, 
services and labour around the world. Globalization is the massive control of the 
world’s economy by big business; this control transcends the boundaries of state and 
country. This transcendence across countries makes the subunits of the economy 
decompose and depend on the larger companies with a controlling interest in most 
of the capital within a given economy. These companies then form global 
constituents; they then have a control of a large volume of capital within many 
countries. 
 
Public Office Bearer: means any person holding a legislative, executive, 
administrative or judicial office, whether appointed or elected; to perform activities or 
functions in the name of the State or in the Service of the State, at its hierarchy. 
 
Tenderpreneurs: describe a government official, politician or someone politically 
connected who uses their powers and influence to secure government tenders and 
contracts. 
 
Unethical behaviour: means not conforming to approved standards of social or 
professional behaviour; which is also contrary to conscience, morality or the law. 
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ARVs - Anti-Retroviral drugs  
  
ASGISA - Accelerated and Shared Growth Initiative for South Africa 
 
BEE – Black Economic Empowerment 
 
BIG - Basic Income Grant 
 
CASAC – Council for the Advancement of South African Constitution 
 
CWP - Community Work Programme  
 
ESSET - Ecumenical Service for Socio-Economic Transformation 
 
EPWP - Expanded Public Works Programme 
 
GDP - Gross Domestic Product 
 
GEAR - Growth Employment and Redistribution Policy 
 
HBWs - Home-Based Workers  
 
ILO – International Labour Organisation 
 
IMF - International Monetary Fund 
 
LaRRI - Labour Resource and Research Institute 
 
MEC – Member of Executive Council 
 
MIG - Municipal Indigent Grant 
 
NACH - National Anti-Corruption Hotline  
 
NAMTAX - Namibia Tax Consortium  
 
NGP - New Growth Path  
 
RDP - Reconstruction and Development Programme 
 
SADC – Southern African Developing Communities 
 
SASSA - South African Social Security Agency 
 
UDF – United Democratic Front 
 
WITF - Women Informal Traders Forum  

Acronyms 
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A draft paper on organising women informal traders under solidarity economy 

framework, 2009: Poonsap Tulaphan  

EFSA Report on Poverty and Inequality in South Africa 2004-2014 

Politically Speaking Blog, 18 March 2011: Prof de Vos 

South African Constitution of 1996 

Sowetan, 19 March 2010  

Sowetan, 01 April 2010 

City Press, 07 March 2010 

City Press, 20 March 2010 

City Press, 17 April 2011 
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